
Job posting 
Department for Diversity and Social Justice

The Student Parliament (StuPa) is filling the position of the Department for Diversity and Social Justice in 
the General Student Committee (AStA). If you are studying at the Berlin University of the Arts, will be 
enrolled at the university for at least one more year and are flexible with time schedules, you are welcome 
to apply. 

Note: The two AStA departments Anti-Discrimination (focus: discrimination cases, counselling and 
coordination of student engagement) and Diversity and Social Justice (focus: dismantling structural and 
systemic discrimination) work closely together and are in constant exchange. Both deal with intersectional 
discrimination, but differ in their areas of impact. There is the opportunity to try out the new structures, to 
actively participate in them and by that to help shape two needs-oriented new AStA departments. 
Flexibility, division of labour and mutual keeping of agreements are required. 

Term of office: from 1st July 2022 for 1 year 

Areas of responsibility: 
• Dismantling linguistic and structural barriers, discriminatory structures at the UdK, working 

against structural discrimination (e.g. racism, sexism, rejectionism, classism, faith-based 
discrimination and others) 

• Special representation of interests for all students affected by discrimination to the head of 
university, in committees and internal university structures 

• Organisational and content management of the IDA initiative1
• Organization of Workshops for structural levels (demand for Presidium and Mittelbau; organise 

for StuPa, AStA and FSRK) 
• Public relations (e.g. interviews, social media, homepage, publications), production of information 

material and organisation of events 
• Participation in KfC2 and AG Critical Diversity3
• Networking with LandesAstenKonferenz/other higher education institutions in Berlin on matters 

of anti-discrimination 
• Participation in the regular meetings of the AG Intersectional Antidiscrimination 
• Participation in round tables and jours fixes on anti-discrimination with the university 

management. 
• support of the corresponding StuPa-commitees
• Participation in the weekly AStA meetings, the monthly StuPa meetings and in the committees of 

the UdK 
• Representation of the AStA and the student body externally and internally 

Requirements:
• Knowledge of discriminatory structures and their intersectional context (racism, sexism, faith-

based discrimination, Ableism, ageism, classism and others) 
• Willingness to communicate, ability to work in a team and ability to solve problems and 

communicate non-violently 
• Own intersectional discrimination experience is requested 
• The position involves working with legal texts and judicial formulations, so good German 

language skills are an advantage. We are working towards language barrier-free university work, 
but at the moment it must be assumed that these barriers still exist. 

For your voluntary work in the AStA you will receive appropriate compensation for approx. 40 hours per 
month. 

You apply in person at the StuPa meeting on 20th June 2022 from 18 o'clock, there will also be a 



preliminary talk with members of the StuPa a few days before. You will be informed of the exact time and 
place in good time. Please send your anonymous application (letter of motivation and CV as PDF, max. 2 

DinA4 pages) to stupa@asta-udk-berlin.de beforehand, by 13th June at the latest. Please make sure to 
check your spam folder after submitting your application, as our emails sometimes end up there. If you are 
interested or have any questions, you can also contact the chair of the student parliament at the same 
address. The election takes place directly at the student parliament meeting.

Applications from people with intersectional (multiple) discrimination experiences are explicitly welcome! 
The student body is committed to the necessity of dismantling structural, physical, linguistic, racist and 
gender-specific barriers in order to create an equal-opportunity learning and working environment for all. If 
you have a severe disability, you can indicate it in your application if applicable. Recognised severely 
disabled persons will be given preferential consideration if they are equally qualified.

Apply for the AStA of the UdK Berlin! We are looking forward to meeting you!


